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Chapter 1 

Overview 

Data Visualization is the representation of data in the form of graphs, i.e. graphical 

representation of the information that is available which is used for communication and sense-

making. There exist several stories which can be discovered from the sources which need to be 

presented to others. There is a saying that a picture is worth a thousand words. Thus, representation 

in the form of diagrams can be used to draw many results. The result must be readable and 

recognizable. Data visualization transforms raw data into information. 

Data visualization has two major subfields: 

• Scientific visualization 

• Information visualization 

Scientific visualization: 

Scientific visualization is the representation of data graphically to gain understanding and 

insight into the data. This allows the researcher to gain insight into the system that studied 

information in ways previously impossible. It is also referred to as visual data analysis.  The 

purpose is to convey the scientific data accurately, reveal underlying structures in data and 

encourage the exploration of the data. 

Information Visualization: 

Information visualization is the communication of abstract data through interactive visual 

interfaces. 
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 This produces the visual representation of abstract data to reinforce human cognition, thus 

enabling the viewer to gain knowledge about the internal structure of the data and casual 

relationships in the data. Abstract data is the data which has no inherent spatial structure. The 

purpose is to convey the abstract data accurately, reveal the underlying structure in data, 

encourage the exploration of data and also to display the data aesthetically. 

Types of data visualization include: 

• Multivariate Data Visualization 

Multivariate data visualization is used to gain insight and knowledge from high-

dimensional data.  

Multivariate data: Data that arises from more than two variables 

Multidimensional data: Elements those with two or more dimensions 

Examples: Bubble chart, Heatmap etc. 

Fig. Heat Map 
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• Text Data Visualization 

Text data visualization helps with understanding, grouping, comparing and 

correlating information. Input will be documents like articles, books, webpages, 

and emails.  

▪ Understanding: getting the gist of a document 

▪ Grouping: clustering for overview or classification 

▪ Comparing: comparing document collections or inspecting them over time 

▪ Correlating: comparing patterns in text to those in other data 

 

Fig. Word cloud 

• Temporal Data Visualization 

Temporal visualizations are like one-dimensional linear visualizations, but differ 

because they have a start and finish time and items that may overlap each other. 

Temporal data is the data that varies over time. Tools available for this visualization 

are Google charts, Tableau, Excel and other similar tools. 
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Examples: Connected Scatter Plot, Time Series, Polar Area Diagram   

 

Fig. Time Series 

• Geospatial Data Visualization 

Information about a physical object can be represented by numerical values in a 

geographic coordinate system. These data relate to the relative position of objects on 

the Earth’s surface. Tools available for this visualization i 

nclude Google Fusion Tables, Google Map API, and Tableau. 

Examples: Dot Distribution Map, Choropleth, Cartogram 
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Fig. Choropleth Map 

• Hierarchical Data Visualization 

Groups of objects can be ranked so that everyone but the topmost is subordinate 

to one above it. Hierarchical data emphasize the subordinate or membership relations 

between data items. Tools available include Google Charts and d3. 

Examples: Dendrogram, tree diagram 

 

Fig. Tree diagram 
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• Network Data Visualization

Network data visualization is used to show data which exhibit behavior like nodes 

and links. Network data visualization show how data sets are related to one another 

within a network. Tools available for this include Alluvial Generator and Google 

Fusion Tables. 

Examples: Alluvial Diagram, Node-Link Diagram, Matrix 

 

Fig. Alluvial diagram 
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Purpose of Statement  

This paper will discuss the data visualization in real-time data integration, analysis and 

graphical representation of Tableau.  This article explains Custom SQL queries and creating 

dashboards and map representations like Tree maps in the Tableau tool. Currently, many tools 

are used for data visualization, and we are considering two popular tools: QlikView and Tableau. 

This research mainly focuses on data implementation and compares the data visualization tools 

QlikView and Tableau so that we can analyze and understand the interaction of the data. 

 

Research questions 

1. What are the customization capabilities when compare in Excel and SQL? 

2. How does the visualization compare and contrast with the compatibility in Tableau and 

QlikView? 

3. How was a dynamic chart developed to represent the live data? 

4. How can geographical data represented in color? 

Limitations 

• Connecting through Custom SQL causes slow performance in Tableau 

• Tableau cannot connect across data sources and servers using Custom SQL. 

• In order to provide live a data demonstration, we need to have access permission for 

live data servers. 

• These servers provide a layer of data which is visualized using Tableau Maps. 
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Chapter 2 

Background: 

Data visualization is identified as 21st-century research skills, which represent the 

information in a graphical format so that we can see the patterns and connections of the data. The 

visual information can make it easy to grasp difficult perceptions and develop the design of the 

information. The data is mainly displayed visually for two purposes: communication and 

comprehensibility. The main advantage of the data visualization is not making the data more 

beautiful, but providing brainstorming methods for displaying complex data through visual 

communication. It allows communication with a large amount of complex data by using charts 

and spreadsheets, which make the user focus on the information.  

As a picture is worth a thousand words, information can be narrated more effectively in 

graphs than verbally. Visualization comes from Data Science. Data Science means exploring the 

available structured and unstructured data and performing quantitative analysis of the data to 

extract and understand knowledge and get actionable results. Data Science involves several 

steps: find and acquire the data, clean and transform the data, understand relationships from the 

data and deliver some value. In the industry, organizations want to know how they are 

performing and ways to improve their performance as well. It is not always easy to understand 

the distinctions of the data or identify the solutions for complex information. The large 

companies look at the dashboards to solve the problem. 

 Data visualization recognizes what dashboards are, their value, the offers which are 

provided by the merchants, and information that companies should consider while looking at the 

solutions.  
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    Data visualization is very important in the business industry because it identifies the area that 

needs improvement and the factors which influence the customers’ requirements, provides a 

clear understanding of the complex data regarding product marketing, and predicts product sales. 

Businesses can improve their analytical and operational performances through data visualization 

which includes tools like, Infogram, QlikView, Exhibit, Qlik Sense, Mode, Gephi, Plotly, 

Tableau software, and visual mining.   

 

Data Science Cycle 

 

 

Visualizing data using charts 

There are many charts to visualize the data. Some of them are 

▪ Line chart 

▪ Histogram 
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▪ Bar chart 

▪ Stacked bar chart 

▪ Scatterplot 

▪ Area chart 

▪ Box whisker plot 

▪ Pie chart 

▪ Donut chart 

▪ Radar chart 

Line Chart: Displays information as a series of data points connected by straight line 

segments. It represents one variable. It is used to show the distribution of the data. 

 

Fig. Line Chart 
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Histogram:  It is useful to illustrate the frequency distribution of data within equal 

intervals. It consists of rectangles whose area is proportional to the frequency of a 

variable and width is equal to class interval. It is used to show the distribution of the data. 

 

Fig. Histogram 

Bar chart: Bar chart is used to display and compare the data. The scale should be 

divided into equal intervals. It looks like histogram, but differs as this is used for 

comparison between more than one variables. It is used to show the comparison of data 

points. 
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Fig. Bar Chart 

Stacked bar chart: Stacked bar chart is used to compare the parts to the whole. The bars 

are divided into categories. Each category is represented with a different color/pattern. 

Often each bar represents a total. It is used to show  comparison of data points and 

composition of data. 
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Fig. Stacked Bar Chart 

Scatterplot: This displays values for typically one or more variables for a set of data. 

The pattern of the resulting points reveals the correlation present. It is often used to 

know, how much one variable is affected by another. To read a scatter plot, look for the 

overall pattern tells you something about the direction, form and strength of the 

relationship. This chart is used to show relationship between data points and distribution 

of data. 
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Fig. Scatter plot 

Area chart: Area chart displays graphically quantitative data. It is used to represent 

cumulated totals of more than one variables. Line charts and area charts are very closely 

related. The main difference is that the area chart is ideal for part to whole relationships. 

It is used to show the comparison of data points, composition of data and distribution of 

data. 
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Fig. Area Chart 

Box whisker plot:  It is the convenient way of graphically depicting groups of numerical 

data through their quartiles. 

▪ Max value 

▪ Min Value 

▪ First quartile (Q1) 

▪ Median 

▪ Third quartile (Q3) 
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Fig.  Box whisker plot 

 

Pie chart: In this circle is divided into sectors that each represent a proportion of the 

whole. Each arc represents size of each component. Used to show Composition of data. 
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Fig. Pie Chart 

Donut chart:  It displays value data as percentages of the whole. Length of each slice is 

proportional to its quantity. It is used to show Composition of data. 

 

Fig. Donut Chart 
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Radar chart: It is used to display multivariate data on axes starting from same point. It 

contains three or more axes. It is used to represent one or more variables and used in 

comparison of data points and distribution of data. 

 

Fig. Radar Chart 

Tools used: The major tools used for the visualization are Tableau, QlikView, Qlik Sense, 

Alteryx etc. Below is the Gartner Quadrant survey as of February 2017. We can see Tableau tops 

the survey as most used data visualization tool. Tableau, Microsoft and other tools have been 

widely used from the past few years. 
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Fig. Gartner Survey for Visualization 2017.  

Environment Tools: 

We have stored lots of data of the states, sales of the products in Excel sheets. To represent the 

real time-data, custom SQL queries, and creating tree maps, we used tableau tool. We applied 

QlikView tool for create Combo chart and Gauge chart.  

Necessary Resources: 

Ferris State Library, Google search Engine, and YouTube training videos 
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

Summary 

• Data Visualization is the representation of data in the form of graphs, i.e., graphical 

representation of the available information which is used for communication and clarity.  

• The presentation of non-visual data visually: The data must come from something that is 

not immediately visible. 

• The production of an image: Visuals must be the primary means of communication. 

• The result should be readable and recognizable: There must be some relevant aspects of 

data that can be read. 

• Data visualization transforms raw data into information. 

Primary Purpose 

• Aims to convey scientific data accurately 

• Aims to reveal underlying structure in data 

• Aims to encourage exploration of data 

Why is data visualization important? 

• Visualizations help people see things that were not obvious to them before 

• When data volumes are very large, patterns can be spotted quickly and easily 

• Visualizations convey information in a universal manner and make it simple to share ideas 

with others 

• Spreadsheets are hard to visualize 
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• Data visualization makes interpretation easier 

Statement of problems: 

Problem 1: 

The representation of static data is easy as data is readily available and is not changed as time 

changes. But representation of live or real-time data is complex and a challenging task to do as 

data changes constantly as time changes.  

Approach: 

Web Map Service in Tableau is the approach used to represent live or real-time data. Real-time or 

live data means that the data is delivered immediately after it is collected without any delay. This 

is often useful in navigation, tracking, weather etc. Web Map Service is a standard protocol which 

serves the georeferenced map images using the data from the GIS database. To provide the live 

data demonstration, we need to have access permission for the live data servers. These servers 

provide a layer of data which is visualized using Tableau maps. 

Problem 2: 

In the representation of large data, it is often difficult to visualize the exact type of data from the 

data source, so the problem is how to customize the data to get accurate output. 

Approach: 

Custom SQL Queries is used to find a solution to this problem. Tableau queries each data source 

using SQL that’s specific to the data type.  

Tableau allows the SQL to query a data source to be customized to manipulate the joins, filters, 

and field lengths and types to produce a more accurate output. 
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Restating of Research questions: 

1. What are the customization capabilities when compared in Excel and SQL? 

Approach: 

EXCEL is a program and SQL is a standard language used to create, design and manage 

data. Microsoft Excel has spreadsheets which contain any type of data in rows and 

columns. It is easy to learn and share the file copy. Database has Tables where it stores 

structured data and it is easily scalable. Database allows modifications, inputs, and 

display of data at a time and with spreadsheets, it supports duplication of the data. Excel 

sheets allow the user to enter and edit the data manually whereas database uses queries. 

Database mainly focuses on the data, using a preliminary scrutiny, exploring, and data 

cleaning. Database is designed in such a way to plug into other things. SQL standards 

defines functions e.g. Athematic. A selective query can give multiple results from 

different tables.  

2. How does the visualization compare and contrast with the compatibility in Tableau and 

QlikView? 

Approach:  

In the business world, managing a lot of data and finding the fastest way to access the data 

are the biggest issues. Both Tableau and QlikView tools combine the data into text, 

graphics, animated charts, and dashboards where the interaction of the information is easy. 

Tableau visualization capabilities are many and different. Word clouds, Bubble maps, 

Tree maps are great tools to represent the comprehensive data. Tree maps provide a 

feature called add context to the graphics and helps in comparing the multiple categories 

of the data.  
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QlickView is the most popular BI tool because it offers a diversity of the features and is 

highly insightful. It is easily, strategically configurable and produces excellent reports 

within minutes. As it is a parent of the associative technology, it confirms the user drive 

intelligence on the demand. Users used both tools, but Tableau was preferred because 

there was no need to think about defaults in designing and formatting. It has many features 

like instant connections with more than 30 data types, excellent in mapping, and 

integration with Relational database.  

3. How was a dynamic chart developed to represent the live data? 

Approach: 

Web Map Service in Tableau is the approach used to represent live or real-time data. Real-

time or live data means that the data is delivered immediately after it is collected without 

any delay. This is often useful in navigation, tracking, weather updates etc. Web Map 

Service is a standard protocol which serves the georeferenced map images using the data 

from the GIS database. To provide the live data demonstration, access permission for the 

live data servers is required. These servers provide a layer of data which is visualized using 

Tableau maps. 

      4.   How can geographical data represented in color? 

Filed maps in Tableau are used to create a geographical representation of the data. Filled 

maps with pie charts are used, and that might be effective where the total percentage of 

product profits can be represented by geographic area.  By marking color options, 

geographical representation of the data can be visualized in colors. 
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Chapter 4 

Visualizing data using Tableau 

What is Tableau? 

Tableau is a visual analysis solution that allows people to explore and analyze data with 

simple drag and drop operations. It has a user-friendly interface that creates reports that look 

great right at the beginning. More than 10,000 organizations used Tableau in the office and 

on-the-go and tens of thousands of people use Tableau to share data in their blogs and 

websites. 

Tableau is a rapid BI Software 

Great Visualizations: Allows to connect to the data, visualize and creative interactive, 

sharable dashboards in a few clicks. 

Ease of use: It’s easy enough that any excel user can learn it, but powerful enough to satisfy 

even the most complex analytical problems 

Fast: we can create interactive dashboards, quick filters and calculations. 

Why Tableau? 

As per Gartner survey “Tableau was chosen more often for functionality than any other 

vendor in the survey, with the highest product functionality scores”. “Tableau’s products 

often fill an unmet need in organizations that already have a BI standard “and more 

frequently deployed than other interactive visualization vendors as a complementary 

capability to an existing BI platform. 
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Fig. Gartner Chart 2016 

Gartner positions tableau as “Leader”. Companies frequently cite that breadth and ease of use 

along with high business benefits as the primary reasons that they choose Tableau. 

Three main stages in Tableau 

 

Connect data source: Connect Tableau to any data source like MS-Excel, MySQL, and Oracle. 

Tableau connects data in two ways Live connect and Extract.  
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For Extract way of connection, Tableau access data from Excel, text file, tsv and csv. For live 

data visualization, it almost supports every database like Oracle, MySQL, Microsoft SQL Server, 

Google Analytics and DB2. 

Analyze & Visualize: Analyze the data by filtering, sorting and Visualize the data using the 

relevant chart provided. Tableau automatically analyzes the data as follows:  

Dimensions: Tableau treats any field containing qualitative, categorical information as 

dimension. All dimensions are indicated by “Blue” color. 

Measures: Tableau treats any field containing numeric information as a measure. All 

measures are indicated by “Green” color 

Tableau suggests the recommended charts based on the dimensions and measures. 

Share: Tableau Dashboards can be shared as word documents, pdf files, images. 

Maps in Tableau 

Tableau automatically assigns geographic roles with common geographically names, 

such as Country, State/Province, City etc. Fields with geographic role will automatically 

generates longitude and latitude coordinates on a map view. Fields with assigned geographic 

roles will have a globe icon next to them. In Tableau, there are two types of maps to choose from 

when creating a visualization with geographic data: Symbol Maps and Filled Maps. 

Symbol Maps: These are simple maps that use a type of mark to represent a data point, such as a 

filled circle. 
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Fig. Symbol Map 

Filled Maps: Instead of displaying data points, filled maps uses shading on a country or 

state basis to indicate relationships. 
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Fig. Filled Map 

Custom SQL Queries Tableau 

What is Custom SQL Query? 

Tableau queries each data source using SQL that’s specific to the data type. Tableau 

allows the SQL used to query a data source to be customized (relatively easily) in order to 

manipulate the joins, filters, and field lengths and types produce a more accurate output. 

Sample SQL query: 

SELECT ['us states data 1$'].[State] AS [State], 

            ['us states data 1$'].[Population] AS [Population], 

            ['us states data 1$'].[Region] AS [Region] 

        FROM ['us states data 1$'] 

        UNION 

SELECT ['us states data 2$'].[State] AS [State], 

            ['us states data 2$'].[Population] AS [Population], 

            ['us states data 2$'].[Region] AS [Region] 

        FROM ['us states data 2$'] 

UNION  

SELECT ['us states data 3$'].[State] AS [State], 

            ['us states data 3$'].[Population] AS [Population], 
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            ['us states data 3$'].[Region] AS [Region] 

        FROM ['us states data 3$'] 

UNION  

SELECT ['us states data 4$'].[State] AS [State], 

            ['us states data 4$'].[Population] AS [Population], 

            ['us states data 4$'].[Region] AS [Region] 

        FROM ['us states data 4$'] 

Steps to visualize using SQL in Tableau: 

1. The following excel workbook consists of 4 sheets consisting of US population state 

wise. 

US population state 
wise (4).xlsx  

2. Open Tableau and connect the Excel data as Open with Legacy Connection. 
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3. Now your Tableau window looks like this with an additional sheet named as New 

Custom SQL. 

 

 

4. Click on New Custom SQL then you will be prompted to Edit Custom SQL as shown. 
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5. Now we need to write SQL query to perform union operation on the excel sheets and 

generate a combined sheet. 

 Ex: SELECT [Sheet1$].[ID] AS [ID], 

            [Sheet1$].[Type] AS [Type], 

            [Sheet1$].[Value] AS [Value] 

        FROM [Sheet1$] 

        UNION ALL 

        SELECT [Sheet2$].[ID] AS [ID], 

            [Sheet2$].[Type] AS [Type], 

                 [Sheet2$].[Value] AS [Value] 

       FROM [Sheet2$] 
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The above SQL query performs union operation on two sheets namely Sheet1 and Sheet2 

with ID, Type, and Value as their columns. 

6. After writing the query click on Preview Results on the Edit Custom SQL window pane 

to check whether the query worked fine or not. 

7. The resulting data should contain all the states, population and region name to which it 

belong to. 

8. Click on the Tableau sheet to visualize the data. 

9. Now you will see State, Region as Dimensions and Population as Measures. 

10. Now visualize the data derived. 

Live data implementation Tableau 

 Live Data or Real-time data (RTD) denotes information that is delivered immediately 

after collection. There is no delay in the timeliness of the information provided. Real-time data is 

often used for navigation or tracking. A Web Map Service (WMS) is a standard protocol for 

serving (over the Internet) georeferenced map images which a map server generates using data 

from a GIS database. The Open Geospatial Consortium developed the specification and first 

published it in 1999. Mapbox is a large provider of custom online maps for websites such 

as Foursquare, Pinterest, Evernote, the Financial Times, The Weather Channel and Uber 

Technologies. The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) has defined Web Mapping Service 

(WMS) specification protocols for the transfer of geospatial data from servers to client 

applications. A Web Map Service (WMS) produces an image (e.g. GIF, JPG) of geospatial data.  

Steps to implement live map using Tableau: 

1. Open Tableau and connect the Excel data. 
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2. Drag and drop state Dimension in Detail menu provided in Marks window pane. 

3. Now you can see Symbol map representing the states of United States. It looks as shown 

below 

 

4. In this we will be using OGCWMS server to get the live geospatial data. 

5. Click on Map item in the menu bar, then select Background Maps and select WMS 

Server as shown 

 

 

6. After clicking on Map Services you will be prompted a window as shown. 
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7. Click on Add and select WMS Servers. After clicking on WMS Servers a window pane 

as shown below will be prompted to enter the URL of the server. 

 

http://nowcoast.noaa.gov/arcgis/services/nowcoast/radar_meteo_imagery_nexrad_time/M

apServer/WMSServer? 

 

 

8. Now click on OK and then close the WMS server window pane and a map can be seen as 

shown 

http://nowcoast.noaa.gov/arcgis/services/nowcoast/radar_meteo_imagery_nexrad_time/MapServer/WMSServer
http://nowcoast.noaa.gov/arcgis/services/nowcoast/radar_meteo_imagery_nexrad_time/MapServer/WMSServer
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9. Change the map type to Filled map. 

10. Change the color transparency to less than 20% so that the required map is visible. 

11. Then required map looks like this 
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Visualizing TreeMaps using Tableau 

Tree map displays hierarchical data by using nested rectangles which together represent a 

whole. They were invented by Ben Shneiderman in 1992 as a way to visualize tree structures in a 

space-constrained layout. In a treemaps, each branch of a tree is a rectangle, which is tiled with 

smaller rectangles to represent sub-branches. This allows the viewer to easily see patterns that 

would be hard to spot in bar charts or area charts. The main benefits of tree maps are, they make 

efficient use of compact space. Treemaps are becoming popular in infographics and 

presentations, especially for data analysis that requires detailed views of many items. With this 

feature one can explore the data hierarchy effortlessly and simultaneously decent level of 

estimation is also possible for quantitative aspects of information. 

Steps to visualize Treemaps in Tableau: 

1. The data is about the various products sold at a fashion store in the cities of different 

states of the united states 

2. Start with opening tableau and connect the data, which is of type excel to Tableau 

3. Click on sheet1 which is at the bottom of the page to visualize the data 

4. Now to the left of the screen you can see a small window showing Dimensions and 

Measures. The dimensions of the data are state, city, store name, product, SKU number, 

year, quarter, month and week. The measures of the data are Quantity sold and sales 

revenue 

5. You can also see rows and columns at the top of the page, now drag sales revenue from 

the measures and drop it in the rows section. You can see a bar chart with single bar 

showing sales revenues 
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6. Now drag states from the dimension to the column section, you can see a bar chart 

showing the sales revenues of different states 

7. Now click on Show Me button on the top right corner of the screen, you can see various 

maps suggested by the Tableau tool to visualize the data. The maps which are bright in 

color shows us that those maps are suitable to visualize the given data 

8. Select the Tree Map by clicking it, you will see a Tree Map representing various states in 

green color with different shades 

9. The rectangle which is large and bright represents the highest quantity according to sales 

revenue and similarly the smaller and lighter shade of the rectangles show less sales 

revenue  

10. Now select the city tab from the dimension section and drop it on the Label in the Marks 

section. You can observe that the rectangles are split into even smaller rectangles 

according to the cities in each state 

11. Now select the product from the dimension section and drop it on the Label in the Marks 

section. You can observe that the rectangles are split into even smaller rectangles 

according to the products 

12. Now select the Quantity sold tab from the dimension section and drop it on the Label in 

the Marks section. You can see that the actual quantity sold of each product. 

DatatreeMap.xlsx
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Geographical map visualization using Tableau: 

Steps to visualize Filled Maps in Tableau: 

1. Open Tableau and connect excel sheet. 

2. The data with states and their geographical data is shown in Tableau. 

3. Drag and drop states onto columns and Total Area onto rows. 

4. Drag and drop state onto color and total area onto tool tip. 

5. Now select the filled map. Then the map is represented with the geographical data of 

each state as shown below. 
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Visualization of Combo and Gauge Charts using QlikView 

1. For this we have taken two different datasets. 

• Dataset -1 (Cost_Student). Contains data which representing amount spend by the 

countries, on a student per year for primary to secondary education and post-

secondary education. 

• Dataset - 2 (Sales_Rep). Contains data, which represents the sales made by the 

representatives of a stationary chain around USA over particular dates. 
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OrderDate Region Rep Item Sales Unit Cost Revenue Target

1/6/14 East Jones Pencil 95 1.99       189.05    115

1/23/14 Central Kivell Binder 50 19.99     999.50    115

2/9/14 Central Jardine Pencil 36 4.99       179.64    115

2/26/14 Central Gill Pen 27 19.99     539.73    115

3/15/14 West Sorvino Pencil 56 2.99       167.44    115

4/1/14 East Jones Binder 60 4.99       299.40    115

4/18/14 Central Andrews Pencil 75 1.99       149.25    115

5/5/14 Central Jardine Pencil 90 4.99       449.10    115

5/22/14 West Thompson Pencil 32 1.99       63.68      115

6/8/14 East Jones Binder 60 8.99       539.40    115

6/25/14 Central Morgan Pencil 90 4.99       449.10    115

7/12/14 East Howard Binder 29 1.99       57.71      115

7/29/14 East Parent Binder 81 19.99     1,619.19 115

8/15/14 East Jones Pencil 35 4.99       174.65    115

9/1/14 Central Smith Desk 2 125.00   250.00    15

9/18/14 East Jones Pen Set 16 15.99     255.84    115

10/5/14 Central Morgan Binder 28 8.99       251.72    115

10/22/14 East Jones Pen 64 8.99       575.36    115

11/8/14 East Parent Pen 15 19.99     299.85    115

11/25/14 Central Kivell Pen Set 96 4.99       479.04    115

12/12/14 Central Smith Pencil 67 1.29       86.43      115

12/29/14 East Parent Pen Set 74 15.99     1,183.26 115

1/15/15 Central Gill Binder 46 8.99       413.54    115

2/1/15 Central Smith Binder 87 15.00     1,305.00 115

2/18/15 East Jones Binder 4 4.99       19.96      115

3/7/15 West Sorvino Binder 7 19.99     139.93    115

3/24/15 Central Jardine Pen Set 50 4.99       249.50    115

4/10/15 Central Andrews Pencil 66 1.99       131.34    115

4/27/15 East Howard Pen 96 4.99       479.04    115

5/14/15 Central Gill Pencil 53 1.29       68.37      115

5/31/15 Central Gill Binder 80 8.99       719.20    115

6/17/15 Central Kivell Desk 5 125.00   625.00    15

7/4/15 East Jones Pen Set 62 4.99       309.38    115

7/21/15 Central Morgan Pen Set 55 12.49     686.95    115

8/7/15 Central Kivell Pen Set 42 23.95     1,005.90 115

8/24/15 West Sorvino Desk 3 275.00   825.00    15

9/10/15 Central Gill Pencil 7 1.29       9.03       115

9/27/15 West Sorvino Pen 76 1.99       151.24    115

10/14/15 West Thompson Binder 57 19.99     1,139.43 115

10/31/15 Central Andrews Pencil 14 1.29       18.06      115

11/17/15 Central Jardine Binder 11 4.99       54.89      115

12/4/15 Central Jardine Binder 94 19.99     1,879.06 115

12/21/15 Central Andrews Binder 28 4.99       139.72    115  
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2. Open QlikView. A QlikView getting started screen opens, now click on the New 

Document button on right below corner of the Wizard.  

3. A new Window opens up (Kind of pop up) close the pop up window. (Since it is Auto 

chart generator, we do not want that wizard). 

4. On closing the pop up, user will be able to see a Main blank sheet. Now have quick look 

on to the toolbar. 

5. Over the tool bar below to the selections labe1, click on the Edit Script icon (Icon looks 

like pen on a paper). 

6. A new Edit Script window opens up (We use this window to load an Excel file), bottom 

of the window under the Data from files Click Table Files button, and choose the saved 

Excel file, then click open. 

7.  A new File Wizard Type window opens up. Now select the Tables drop down and 

choose Cost_Student if it has not defaulted and click the Labels drop down and choose 

Embedded Labels. Click next until, next button disables (If it disables you are on final 

screen). Select check box load all and click finish. 

8. On Finish you will be able to see Edit Script screen , with script added to load excel 

file(Script shown below)  On Edit Script window tool bar below  file , click the reload 

icon.It asks you save the file.  

LOAD * FROM 

[C:\Manusha\DataViz\DataViz-Qlik\QlikView_Dataset.xls] 

(biff, embedded labels, table is Cost_Per_Student$);  
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9. Now a sheet property window opens, please choose Country (Which works as a filter). 

10.  Right Click anywhere on the sheet, a window opens choose New Sheet Object and select 

Table box. New window open again, add all the available fields and click apply. You will 

be able to see a table box with content same as to excel sheet. 

11. Right Click anywhere on the sheet, a window opens choose New Sheet Object and select 

Chart. New window open again, Select Combo Chart from chart type and click next. 

12. Choose Country as dimension and click next now choose the expressions. 

• Expression 1 for bar chart Sum (PRSCIUSD), now click Add button to add one more 

expression Sum (PSCIUSD) and click finish. 

13. Now we have seen the Combo Chart.  

14. If you observe both pre-Secondary and post-secondary are on same axis. Let us split 

them. Right click on the chart and choose the properties, and navigate to the Axes tab, 

Select Post-Secondary Expression and choose the position Right (Top) click apply and 

ok. You will see charts similar to below. 
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15. Now click on layout shown in the tool bar and add new sheet. A new sheet will open. 

16. Repeat step 7 to step 12, in step 9 choose sales_Rep sheet and in step 11 Choose Rep to 

the filed display in list boxes. 

17. Right Click anywhere on the sheet, a window opens choose New Sheet Object and select 

Chart. New window open again, Select Gauge from chart type and click next. 

18. Gauge charts have no dimensions, so we do not select any dimension, will be moving 

directly to expression. 

19. Since we are calculating the performance, we add a division between sales and targets 

(Sum (sales)/sum (targets)), add label for expression (Sales Achieved) finish you will see 

a chart like below. 
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20. Let us make it more readable, right click, choose the properties, navigate to presentation 

add a segment in segment setup (we can go with 2 segments as well for clear user 

readability we choose 3) and change the colors of each segment by choosing color band 

(Red, Yellow, Green). 

 

21. Now look for Show scale section left –below to segment setup add margin units a 4 and 

show labels on every major entry margin units 1 (Select the check box Show scale if it is 

not selected). 

 
22. Now Switch to Number tab since we are representing it in percentage select the radio 

button Fixed to and select the check box Show in percentage and click apply. Will see 

something similar to below. 
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23. In order to see the needle value (Speedometer current value). Right click on the chart and 

select properties move to presentation tab and select Add button next to Text in Chart 

(located below right corner of the window) and add this 

formula(=num(Sum(Sales)/sum(Target),'##%') ), and click apply, value appears on the 

top left corner of the chart. Press CTL +SHIFT to drag the text anywhere in the chart. 

Final Gauge chart with data along with chart looks like below. 
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Research questions 

1. What are the customization capabilities when compared between Excel and SQL? 

Excel is a program and SQL is a standard language used to create, design and manage 

data. Microsoft Excel has spreadsheets which contain any type of data in rows and 

columns. It is easy to learn and share the file copy. Databases have tables where they store 

structured data and are easily scalable. Databases allow users to modify, give inputs for, 

and display multiple data at once and if users follow the same process in spreadsheets, 

databases support duplication of the data. Excel sheets allow users to enter and edit data 

manually whereas databases use queries. Databases mainly focus on the preliminary 

scrutiny of data and the exploration and cleaning of the data. Databases are designed in 

such a way as to allow users to retrieve data from other sources. SQL standards define 

functions, e.g. Arithmetic. A selective query can give multiple results from different 

tables.  
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Advantages of Spreadsheets:  

Microsoft Excel has a flexible structure and is easy to use. It is associates with other 

popular office software and analytic services like SQL server. Excel makes it easy for the user to 

create, store and modify the data, perform mathematical calculations, and share the reports with 

others. It has other features like charts, graphs, pivot tables, pivot charts and 3D maps, and 

provides various templates which achieve multiple tasks at once.  

Disadvantages of Spreadsheets: 

Unfortunately, Excel has some limits. Every cell is a small fragment where data is 

unreliable. It creates data integrity issues and more complexity when users want to change or 

manage multiple spreadsheets. As the amount of data increases, performance of the data will 

become more difficult and take more time to give results. Spreadsheets are vulnerable to 

fraudulent activities. They are difficult to test or troubleshoot and do not support collaboration.  

Advantages of the SQL: 

SQL stores the data logically and systematically by uses normalization through various 

tables. It not only supports scalability, but also formulates queries help to retrieve the bulk 

amount of data from the database efficiently and quickly. Databases have well-defined standards 

which are adopted by ANSI & ISO.  

Access database offers many tools and these are responsible for maintenance of the data quality 

Database integrated with emerging technologies like cloud technology, Google BigQuery etc.  
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Disadvantages of SQL: 

It is complicated than the spreadsheets. SQL has stability issues when it handles some 

functions like transactions and auditing. As SQL database defines by the ANSI & ISO standards, 

it heavily depends on the extensions that assures to the merchant lock-in. Another disadvantage 

is interfacing an SQL database.  

2. How does the visualization compare and contrast with the compatibility in Tableau 

and QlikView? 

The team doing this study worked on both Tableau and QlikView tools and feel both are 

fabulous data visualization tools which provides different styles of data reporting. Both tools 

have their own pros and cons.  

QlikView:  The users of QlikView believe that it is easy to learn and relatively free compared to 

the Tableau. QlikView (QV) can be defined as an advanced BI reporting tool and allows for 

continuous advancements. It is a powerful tool for data discovery and navigations between the 

data by using key performance indicators. From the data analysist view, QV can produce better 

reports; consequently, it takes more time to develop the reports than Tableau. If users working in 

an organized environment with related strategies are in a good supported team, QV would be the 

best tool to produce detailed reports. QV users are comfortable in associating with Excel. It 

stores the data efficiently, and it has the capability to integrate with the data warehousing tool. 

Importing data with QV is the one of the most difficult tasks in the QlikView. QV is Enterprise 

ready with multi-server configuration. Data integration and Data warehousing processes like 

Extract, Transform, and load (ETL) are very strong in QV. Story implementation is usual in QV.  
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Tableau: This tool can link to multiple data sources like Excel, test files, and database. It is also 

easy to learn, and it can store and explore billion bytes of data.  

There is no limitations of speed, performance, and size of the data in Tableau. It is intuitive and 

transparent. Advance versions such as Tableau 8.1 support the Big Data. The beauty of the 

Tableau is creating immediate presentation of the data. As it adapts the on-screen visualization, it 

creates instant and real-time dashboards. Tableau allows the user to quickly move through data, 

and it is very easy to move data in and out of the sheet. Tableau enables map servers to share the 

live information.  

Tableau provides in-built table calculations to add with complex analysis. It has a clean 

user interface and a drag-and-drop functionality. It can also be integrated with 

programming languages like Python and R. Tableau is for everybody that push you gently 
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in the correct path by leaving out worst conditions. Unlike QV, it doesn’t have ETL 

capability, for these users depends on another tool.  

 

3. How was a dynamic chart developed to represent the live data? 

Web Map Service in Tableau is the approach used to represent the live or real-time data. 

Real-time or live data means that the data is delivered immediately after it is collected 

without any delay. This is often useful in navigation, tracking, weather updates etc. Web 

Map Service is a standard protocol which serves the georeferenced map images using the 

data from the GIS database. To provide the live data demonstration, we need to have access 

permission for the live data servers. These servers provide a layer of data which is visualized 

using Tableau maps. 

4. How can geographical data represented in color? 

Geographical data can be represented in Tableau using Filled Maps. After considering the 

data, take the column of data which you want to represent in the color and place that 

column on the color mark which is available in the Tableau. Then you can visualize the 

geographical data in color using Tableau. 
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Chapter 5 

Recommendations/Conclusion 

 In the present world, a lot of data is being generated and analyzed; this data has been 

difficult. Thus, Data visualization came into existence, which means creating pictorial or 

graphical representation of the data so that users can predict and make decisions and also to 

identify new patterns. 

 There are several data visualization tools that are available in the market and using these 

tools, users can represent the data in the form of infographics, geographical maps, heat maps, pie 

charts, detailed bar charts, etc. Tableau is the most popular data visualization tool which is used 

even at the corporate level. Data presentation is the means of summarizing, organizing and 

communicating information with diagrams, charts, graphs etc. 

 The visualization of data is important because huge amounts of data can be easily 

visualized. Well-designed graphics from the data are more powerful and also more simple. Data 

visualization can identify the areas that need improvement or attention, clarify the factors that 

influence the behavior of the customer, predict the volume of the sales and help one to 

understand which products to be placed where. Data visualization can represent the quantities 

accurately, make it easy to compare the quantities, make it obvious how people use the 

information, and clearly indicate the relationship nature. 

 The benefit of data visualization is that organizations are likely to find the information 

which they need when they need it. Data visualization helps users to see the connections between 

business performance and operating conditions. Finding these connections and correlations is 

important so that it is easy to identify the cause for any issues and resolve them.  
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With data visualizations, organizations can easily spot customer behaviors and also the market 

conditions over various data sets and take advantage of the changing market quickly. The 

greatest strength comes from the way in which it brings the insights to the surface. Visualization 

tools help users to interact with the datasets directly and manipulate them. This interaction helps 

to ask questions about the data sets. It has ability to substitute new business language.  

 Some of the data visualization tools like Tableau, QlikView, Qlik Sense, power BI help 

users to get the visualizations quickly and in an easy manner. Each of the tools has unique 

features and some features in common. These tools help users to visualize any data sets, which 

absorb information in more constructive ways. Users can also identify the emerging trends faster 

and in an easy manner. Though data visualizations are easy to understand and also look 

attractive, it is important to achieve a perfect balance between the functionality and the visual 

appeal so that we can improve the efficiency. 

 The future of data visualization is changing gradually. It has been integrating with the 

geo-spatial and network displays and also some other forms like seamless interaction and 

simultaneous use. A few areas. like technological support, have the advantage of multiple brains 

together for collaborative data sense making and for the integration of data visualization with the 

data mining algorithms to find the meaningful patterns so as to provide better reviews and 

explore this patterns. Human-computer interface devices are being improved for interacting with 

the data visualization in a seamless and rapid manner. 

 Thus, data visualization is playing a vital role in the everyday life of human beings by 

analyzing various types and also huge amounts of data for predictive analysis and understanding 

the nature of the data easily.  
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	Chapter 1 
	Overview 
	Data Visualization is the representation of data in the form of graphs, i.e. graphical representation of the information that is available which is used for communication and sense-making. There exist several stories which can be discovered from the sources which need to be presented to others. There is a saying that a picture is worth a thousand words. Thus, representation in the form of diagrams can be used to draw many results. The result must be readable and recognizable. Data visualization transforms r
	Data visualization has two major subfields: 
	• Scientific visualization 
	• Scientific visualization 
	• Scientific visualization 

	• Information visualization 
	• Information visualization 


	Scientific visualization: 
	Scientific visualization is the representation of data graphically to gain understanding and insight into the data. This allows the researcher to gain insight into the system that studied information in ways previously impossible. It is also referred to as visual data analysis.  The purpose is to convey the scientific data accurately, reveal underlying structures in data and encourage the exploration of the data. 
	Information Visualization: 
	Information visualization is the communication of abstract data through interactive visual interfaces. 
	 This produces the visual representation of abstract data to reinforce human cognition, thus enabling the viewer to gain knowledge about the internal structure of the data and casual relationships in the data. Abstract data is the data which has no inherent spatial structure. The purpose is to convey the abstract data accurately, reveal the underlying structure in data, encourage the exploration of data and also to display the data aesthetically. 
	Types of data visualization include: 
	• Multivariate Data Visualization 
	• Multivariate Data Visualization 
	• Multivariate Data Visualization 


	Multivariate data visualization is used to gain insight and knowledge from high-dimensional data.  
	Multivariate data: Data that arises from more than two variables 
	Multidimensional data: Elements those with two or more dimensions 
	Examples: Bubble chart, Heatmap etc. 
	Figure
	Fig. Heat Map 
	 
	• Text Data Visualization 
	• Text Data Visualization 
	• Text Data Visualization 
	• Text Data Visualization 
	▪ Understanding: getting the gist of a document 
	▪ Understanding: getting the gist of a document 
	▪ Understanding: getting the gist of a document 

	▪ Grouping: clustering for overview or classification 
	▪ Grouping: clustering for overview or classification 

	▪ Comparing: comparing document collections or inspecting them over time 
	▪ Comparing: comparing document collections or inspecting them over time 

	▪ Correlating: comparing patterns in text to those in other data 
	▪ Correlating: comparing patterns in text to those in other data 





	Text data visualization helps with understanding, grouping, comparing and correlating information. Input will be documents like articles, books, webpages, and emails.  
	 
	Figure
	Fig. Word cloud 
	• Temporal Data Visualization 
	• Temporal Data Visualization 
	• Temporal Data Visualization 


	Temporal visualizations are like one-dimensional linear visualizations, but differ because they have a start and finish time and items that may overlap each other. Temporal data is the data that varies over time. Tools available for this visualization are Google charts, Tableau, Excel and other similar tools. 
	Examples: Connected Scatter Plot, Time Series, Polar Area Diagram   
	 
	Figure
	Fig. Time Series 
	• Geospatial Data Visualization 
	• Geospatial Data Visualization 
	• Geospatial Data Visualization 


	Information about a physical object can be represented by numerical values in a geographic coordinate system. These data relate to the relative position of objects on the Earth’s surface. Tools available for this visualization i 
	nclude Google Fusion Tables, Google Map API, and Tableau. 
	Examples: Dot Distribution Map, Choropleth, Cartogram 
	 
	Figure
	Fig. Choropleth Map 
	• Hierarchical Data Visualization 
	• Hierarchical Data Visualization 
	• Hierarchical Data Visualization 


	Groups of objects can be ranked so that everyone but the topmost is subordinate to one above it. Hierarchical data emphasize the subordinate or membership relations between data items. Tools available include Google Charts and d3. 
	Examples: Dendrogram, tree diagram 
	 
	Figure
	Fig. Tree diagram 
	• Network Data Visualization 
	• Network Data Visualization 
	• Network Data Visualization 


	Network data visualization is used to show data which exhibit behavior like nodes and links. Network data visualization show how data sets are related to one another within a network. Tools available for this include Alluvial Generator and Google Fusion Tables. 
	Examples: Alluvial Diagram, Node-Link Diagram, Matrix 
	 
	Figure
	Fig. Alluvial diagram 
	 
	 
	 
	Purpose of Statement  
	This paper will discuss the data visualization in real-time data integration, analysis and graphical representation of Tableau.  This article explains Custom SQL queries and creating dashboards and map representations like Tree maps in the Tableau tool. Currently, many tools are used for data visualization, and we are considering two popular tools: QlikView and Tableau. This research mainly focuses on data implementation and compares the data visualization tools QlikView and Tableau so that we can analyze a
	 
	Research questions 
	1. What are the customization capabilities when compare in Excel and SQL? 
	1. What are the customization capabilities when compare in Excel and SQL? 
	1. What are the customization capabilities when compare in Excel and SQL? 

	2. How does the visualization compare and contrast with the compatibility in Tableau and QlikView? 
	2. How does the visualization compare and contrast with the compatibility in Tableau and QlikView? 

	3. How was a dynamic chart developed to represent the live data? 
	3. How was a dynamic chart developed to represent the live data? 

	4. How can geographical data represented in color? 
	4. How can geographical data represented in color? 


	Limitations 
	• Connecting through Custom SQL causes slow performance in Tableau 
	• Connecting through Custom SQL causes slow performance in Tableau 
	• Connecting through Custom SQL causes slow performance in Tableau 

	• Tableau cannot connect across data sources and servers using Custom SQL. 
	• Tableau cannot connect across data sources and servers using Custom SQL. 

	• In order to provide live a data demonstration, we need to have access permission for live data servers. 
	• In order to provide live a data demonstration, we need to have access permission for live data servers. 

	• These servers provide a layer of data which is visualized using Tableau Maps. 
	• These servers provide a layer of data which is visualized using Tableau Maps. 


	 
	Chapter 2 
	Background: 
	Data visualization is identified as 21st-century research skills, which represent the information in a graphical format so that we can see the patterns and connections of the data. The visual information can make it easy to grasp difficult perceptions and develop the design of the information. The data is mainly displayed visually for two purposes: communication and comprehensibility. The main advantage of the data visualization is not making the data more beautiful, but providing brainstorming methods for 
	As a picture is worth a thousand words, information can be narrated more effectively in graphs than verbally. Visualization comes from Data Science. Data Science means exploring the available structured and unstructured data and performing quantitative analysis of the data to extract and understand knowledge and get actionable results. Data Science involves several steps: find and acquire the data, clean and transform the data, understand relationships from the data and deliver some value. In the industry, 
	 Data visualization recognizes what dashboards are, their value, the offers which are provided by the merchants, and information that companies should consider while looking at the solutions.  
	    Data visualization is very important in the business industry because it identifies the area that needs improvement and the factors which influence the customers’ requirements, provides a clear understanding of the complex data regarding product marketing, and predicts product sales. Businesses can improve their analytical and operational performances through data visualization which includes tools like, Infogram, QlikView, Exhibit, Qlik Sense, Mode, Gephi, Plotly, Tableau software, and visual mining.  
	 
	Data Science Cycle 
	 
	Figure
	 
	Visualizing data using charts 
	There are many charts to visualize the data. Some of them are 
	▪ Line chart 
	▪ Line chart 
	▪ Line chart 

	▪ Histogram 
	▪ Histogram 


	▪ Bar chart 
	▪ Bar chart 
	▪ Bar chart 

	▪ Stacked bar chart 
	▪ Stacked bar chart 

	▪ Scatterplot 
	▪ Scatterplot 

	▪ Area chart 
	▪ Area chart 

	▪ Box whisker plot 
	▪ Box whisker plot 

	▪ Pie chart 
	▪ Pie chart 

	▪ Donut chart 
	▪ Donut chart 

	▪ Radar chart 
	▪ Radar chart 


	Line Chart: Displays information as a series of data points connected by straight line segments. It represents one variable. It is used to show the distribution of the data. 
	 
	Figure
	Fig. Line Chart 
	Histogram:  It is useful to illustrate the frequency distribution of data within equal intervals. It consists of rectangles whose area is proportional to the frequency of a variable and width is equal to class interval. It is used to show the distribution of the data. 
	 
	Figure
	Fig. Histogram 
	Bar chart: Bar chart is used to display and compare the data. The scale should be divided into equal intervals. It looks like histogram, but differs as this is used for comparison between more than one variables. It is used to show the comparison of data points. 
	 
	Figure
	Fig. Bar Chart 
	Stacked bar chart: Stacked bar chart is used to compare the parts to the whole. The bars are divided into categories. Each category is represented with a different color/pattern. Often each bar represents a total. It is used to show  comparison of data points and composition of data. 
	 
	Figure
	Fig. Stacked Bar Chart 
	Scatterplot: This displays values for typically one or more variables for a set of data. The pattern of the resulting points reveals the correlation present. It is often used to know, how much one variable is affected by another. To read a scatter plot, look for the overall pattern tells you something about the direction, form and strength of the relationship. This chart is used to show relationship between data points and distribution of data. 
	 
	Figure
	Fig. Scatter plot 
	Area chart: Area chart displays graphically quantitative data. It is used to represent cumulated totals of more than one variables. Line charts and area charts are very closely related. The main difference is that the area chart is ideal for part to whole relationships. It is used to show the comparison of data points, composition of data and distribution of data. 
	 
	Figure
	Fig. Area Chart 
	Box whisker plot:  It is the convenient way of graphically depicting groups of numerical data through their quartiles. 
	▪ Max value 
	▪ Max value 
	▪ Max value 

	▪ Min Value 
	▪ Min Value 

	▪ First quartile (Q1) 
	▪ First quartile (Q1) 

	▪ Median 
	▪ Median 

	▪ Third quartile (Q3) 
	▪ Third quartile (Q3) 


	 
	Figure
	 
	 
	Figure
	Fig.  Box whisker plot 
	 
	Pie chart: In this circle is divided into sectors that each represent a proportion of the whole. Each arc represents size of each component. Used to show Composition of data. 
	 
	Figure
	Fig. Pie Chart 
	Donut chart:  It displays value data as percentages of the whole. Length of each slice is proportional to its quantity. It is used to show Composition of data. 
	 
	Figure
	Fig. Donut Chart 
	Radar chart: It is used to display multivariate data on axes starting from same point. It contains three or more axes. It is used to represent one or more variables and used in comparison of data points and distribution of data. 
	 
	Figure
	Fig. Radar Chart 
	Tools used: The major tools used for the visualization are Tableau, QlikView, Qlik Sense, Alteryx etc. Below is the Gartner Quadrant survey as of February 2017. We can see Tableau tops the survey as most used data visualization tool. Tableau, Microsoft and other tools have been widely used from the past few years. 
	 
	 
	Figure
	Fig. Gartner Survey for Visualization 2017.  
	Environment Tools: 
	We have stored lots of data of the states, sales of the products in Excel sheets. To represent the real time-data, custom SQL queries, and creating tree maps, we used tableau tool. We applied QlikView tool for create Combo chart and Gauge chart.  
	Necessary Resources: 
	Ferris State Library, Google search Engine, and YouTube training videos 
	 
	 
	 
	Chapter 3 
	Methodology 
	Summary 
	• Data Visualization is the representation of data in the form of graphs, i.e., graphical representation of the available information which is used for communication and clarity.  
	• Data Visualization is the representation of data in the form of graphs, i.e., graphical representation of the available information which is used for communication and clarity.  
	• Data Visualization is the representation of data in the form of graphs, i.e., graphical representation of the available information which is used for communication and clarity.  

	• The presentation of non-visual data visually: The data must come from something that is not immediately visible. 
	• The presentation of non-visual data visually: The data must come from something that is not immediately visible. 

	• The production of an image: Visuals must be the primary means of communication. 
	• The production of an image: Visuals must be the primary means of communication. 

	• The result should be readable and recognizable: There must be some relevant aspects of data that can be read. 
	• The result should be readable and recognizable: There must be some relevant aspects of data that can be read. 

	• Data visualization transforms raw data into information. 
	• Data visualization transforms raw data into information. 


	Primary Purpose 
	• Aims to convey scientific data accurately 
	• Aims to convey scientific data accurately 
	• Aims to convey scientific data accurately 

	• Aims to reveal underlying structure in data 
	• Aims to reveal underlying structure in data 

	• Aims to encourage exploration of data 
	• Aims to encourage exploration of data 


	Why is data visualization important? 
	• Visualizations help people see things that were not obvious to them before 
	• Visualizations help people see things that were not obvious to them before 
	• Visualizations help people see things that were not obvious to them before 

	• When data volumes are very large, patterns can be spotted quickly and easily 
	• When data volumes are very large, patterns can be spotted quickly and easily 

	• Visualizations convey information in a universal manner and make it simple to share ideas with others 
	• Visualizations convey information in a universal manner and make it simple to share ideas with others 

	• Spreadsheets are hard to visualize 
	• Spreadsheets are hard to visualize 


	• Data visualization makes interpretation easier 
	• Data visualization makes interpretation easier 
	• Data visualization makes interpretation easier 


	Statement of problems: 
	Problem 1: 
	The representation of static data is easy as data is readily available and is not changed as time changes. But representation of live or real-time data is complex and a challenging task to do as data changes constantly as time changes.  
	Approach: 
	Web Map Service in Tableau is the approach used to represent live or real-time data. Real-time or live data means that the data is delivered immediately after it is collected without any delay. This is often useful in navigation, tracking, weather etc. Web Map Service is a standard protocol which serves the georeferenced map images using the data from the GIS database. To provide the live data demonstration, we need to have access permission for the live data servers. These servers provide a layer of data w
	Problem 2: 
	In the representation of large data, it is often difficult to visualize the exact type of data from the data source, so the problem is how to customize the data to get accurate output. 
	Approach: 
	Custom SQL Queries is used to find a solution to this problem. Tableau queries each data source using SQL that’s specific to the data type.  
	Tableau allows the SQL to query a data source to be customized to manipulate the joins, filters, and field lengths and types to produce a more accurate output. 
	Restating of Research questions: 
	1. What are the customization capabilities when compared in Excel and SQL? 
	1. What are the customization capabilities when compared in Excel and SQL? 
	1. What are the customization capabilities when compared in Excel and SQL? 


	Approach: 
	EXCEL is a program and SQL is a standard language used to create, design and manage data. Microsoft Excel has spreadsheets which contain any type of data in rows and columns. It is easy to learn and share the file copy. Database has Tables where it stores structured data and it is easily scalable. Database allows modifications, inputs, and display of data at a time and with spreadsheets, it supports duplication of the data. Excel sheets allow the user to enter and edit the data manually whereas database use
	2. How does the visualization compare and contrast with the compatibility in Tableau and QlikView? 
	2. How does the visualization compare and contrast with the compatibility in Tableau and QlikView? 
	2. How does the visualization compare and contrast with the compatibility in Tableau and QlikView? 


	Approach:  
	In the business world, managing a lot of data and finding the fastest way to access the data are the biggest issues. Both Tableau and QlikView tools combine the data into text, graphics, animated charts, and dashboards where the interaction of the information is easy. Tableau visualization capabilities are many and different. Word clouds, Bubble maps, Tree maps are great tools to represent the comprehensive data. Tree maps provide a feature called add context to the graphics and helps in comparing the multi
	QlickView is the most popular BI tool because it offers a diversity of the features and is highly insightful. It is easily, strategically configurable and produces excellent reports within minutes. As it is a parent of the associative technology, it confirms the user drive intelligence on the demand. Users used both tools, but Tableau was preferred because there was no need to think about defaults in designing and formatting. It has many features like instant connections with more than 30 data types, excell
	3. How was a dynamic chart developed to represent the live data? 
	3. How was a dynamic chart developed to represent the live data? 
	3. How was a dynamic chart developed to represent the live data? 


	Approach: 
	Web Map Service in Tableau is the approach used to represent live or real-time data. Real-time or live data means that the data is delivered immediately after it is collected without any delay. This is often useful in navigation, tracking, weather updates etc. Web Map Service is a standard protocol which serves the georeferenced map images using the data from the GIS database. To provide the live data demonstration, access permission for the live data servers is required. These servers provide a layer of da
	      4.   How can geographical data represented in color? 
	Filed maps in Tableau are used to create a geographical representation of the data. Filled maps with pie charts are used, and that might be effective where the total percentage of product profits can be represented by geographic area.  By marking color options, geographical representation of the data can be visualized in colors. 
	 
	Chapter 4 
	Visualizing data using Tableau 
	What is Tableau? 
	Tableau is a visual analysis solution that allows people to explore and analyze data with simple drag and drop operations. It has a user-friendly interface that creates reports that look great right at the beginning. More than 10,000 organizations used Tableau in the office and on-the-go and tens of thousands of people use Tableau to share data in their blogs and websites. 
	Tableau is a rapid BI Software 
	Great Visualizations: Allows to connect to the data, visualize and creative interactive, sharable dashboards in a few clicks. 
	Ease of use: It’s easy enough that any excel user can learn it, but powerful enough to satisfy even the most complex analytical problems 
	Fast: we can create interactive dashboards, quick filters and calculations. 
	Why Tableau? 
	As per Gartner survey “Tableau was chosen more often for functionality than any other vendor in the survey, with the highest product functionality scores”. “Tableau’s products often fill an unmet need in organizations that already have a BI standard “and more frequently deployed than other interactive visualization vendors as a complementary capability to an existing BI platform. 
	 
	Figure
	Fig. Gartner Chart 2016 
	Gartner positions tableau as “Leader”. Companies frequently cite that breadth and ease of use along with high business benefits as the primary reasons that they choose Tableau. 
	Three main stages in Tableau 
	 
	Figure
	Connect data source: Connect Tableau to any data source like MS-Excel, MySQL, and Oracle. Tableau connects data in two ways Live connect and Extract.  
	For Extract way of connection, Tableau access data from Excel, text file, tsv and csv. For live data visualization, it almost supports every database like Oracle, MySQL, Microsoft SQL Server, Google Analytics and DB2. 
	Analyze & Visualize: Analyze the data by filtering, sorting and Visualize the data using the relevant chart provided. Tableau automatically analyzes the data as follows:  
	Dimensions: Tableau treats any field containing qualitative, categorical information as dimension. All dimensions are indicated by “Blue” color. 
	Measures: Tableau treats any field containing numeric information as a measure. All measures are indicated by “Green” color 
	Tableau suggests the recommended charts based on the dimensions and measures. 
	Share: Tableau Dashboards can be shared as word documents, pdf files, images. 
	Maps in Tableau 
	Tableau automatically assigns geographic roles with common geographically names, such as Country, State/Province, City etc. Fields with geographic role will automatically generates longitude and latitude coordinates on a map view. Fields with assigned geographic roles will have a globe icon next to them. In Tableau, there are two types of maps to choose from when creating a visualization with geographic data: Symbol Maps and Filled Maps. 
	Symbol Maps: These are simple maps that use a type of mark to represent a data point, such as a filled circle. 
	 
	Figure
	Fig. Symbol Map 
	Filled Maps: Instead of displaying data points, filled maps uses shading on a country or state basis to indicate relationships. 
	 
	Figure
	Fig. Filled Map 
	Custom SQL Queries Tableau 
	What is Custom SQL Query? 
	Tableau queries each data source using SQL that’s specific to the data type. Tableau allows the SQL used to query a data source to be customized (relatively easily) in order to manipulate the joins, filters, and field lengths and types produce a more accurate output. 
	Sample SQL query: 
	SELECT ['us states data 1$'].[State] AS [State], 
	            ['us states data 1$'].[Population] AS [Population], 
	            ['us states data 1$'].[Region] AS [Region] 
	        FROM ['us states data 1$'] 
	        UNION 
	SELECT ['us states data 2$'].[State] AS [State], 
	            ['us states data 2$'].[Population] AS [Population], 
	            ['us states data 2$'].[Region] AS [Region] 
	        FROM ['us states data 2$'] 
	UNION  
	SELECT ['us states data 3$'].[State] AS [State], 
	            ['us states data 3$'].[Population] AS [Population], 
	            ['us states data 3$'].[Region] AS [Region] 
	        FROM ['us states data 3$'] 
	UNION  
	SELECT ['us states data 4$'].[State] AS [State], 
	            ['us states data 4$'].[Population] AS [Population], 
	            ['us states data 4$'].[Region] AS [Region] 
	        FROM ['us states data 4$'] 
	Steps to visualize using SQL in Tableau: 
	1. The following excel workbook consists of 4 sheets consisting of US population state wise. 
	1. The following excel workbook consists of 4 sheets consisting of US population state wise. 
	1. The following excel workbook consists of 4 sheets consisting of US population state wise. 
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	2. Open Tableau and connect the Excel data as Open with Legacy Connection. 
	2. Open Tableau and connect the Excel data as Open with Legacy Connection. 
	2. Open Tableau and connect the Excel data as Open with Legacy Connection. 


	 
	 
	Figure
	Figure
	3. Now your Tableau window looks like this with an additional sheet named as New Custom SQL. 
	3. Now your Tableau window looks like this with an additional sheet named as New Custom SQL. 
	3. Now your Tableau window looks like this with an additional sheet named as New Custom SQL. 


	 
	 
	Figure
	Figure
	4. Click on New Custom SQL then you will be prompted to Edit Custom SQL as shown. 
	4. Click on New Custom SQL then you will be prompted to Edit Custom SQL as shown. 
	4. Click on New Custom SQL then you will be prompted to Edit Custom SQL as shown. 


	 
	Figure
	5. Now we need to write SQL query to perform union operation on the excel sheets and generate a combined sheet. 
	5. Now we need to write SQL query to perform union operation on the excel sheets and generate a combined sheet. 
	5. Now we need to write SQL query to perform union operation on the excel sheets and generate a combined sheet. 


	 Ex: SELECT [Sheet1$].[ID] AS [ID], 
	            [Sheet1$].[Type] AS [Type], 
	            [Sheet1$].[Value] AS [Value] 
	        FROM [Sheet1$] 
	        UNION ALL 
	        SELECT [Sheet2$].[ID] AS [ID], 
	            [Sheet2$].[Type] AS [Type], 
	                 [Sheet2$].[Value] AS [Value] 
	       FROM [Sheet2$] 
	The above SQL query performs union operation on two sheets namely Sheet1 and Sheet2 with ID, Type, and Value as their columns. 
	6. After writing the query click on Preview Results on the Edit Custom SQL window pane to check whether the query worked fine or not. 
	6. After writing the query click on Preview Results on the Edit Custom SQL window pane to check whether the query worked fine or not. 
	6. After writing the query click on Preview Results on the Edit Custom SQL window pane to check whether the query worked fine or not. 

	7. The resulting data should contain all the states, population and region name to which it belong to. 
	7. The resulting data should contain all the states, population and region name to which it belong to. 

	8. Click on the Tableau sheet to visualize the data. 
	8. Click on the Tableau sheet to visualize the data. 

	9. Now you will see State, Region as Dimensions and Population as Measures. 
	9. Now you will see State, Region as Dimensions and Population as Measures. 

	10. Now visualize the data derived. 
	10. Now visualize the data derived. 


	Live data implementation Tableau 
	 Live Data or Real-time data (RTD) denotes information that is delivered immediately after collection. There is no delay in the timeliness of the information provided. Real-time data is often used for navigation or tracking. A Web Map Service (WMS) is a standard protocol for serving (over the Internet) georeferenced map images which a map server generates using data from a GIS database. The Open Geospatial Consortium developed the specification and first published it in 1999. Mapbox is a large provider of c
	Steps to implement live map using Tableau: 
	1. Open Tableau and connect the Excel data. 
	1. Open Tableau and connect the Excel data. 
	1. Open Tableau and connect the Excel data. 


	2. Drag and drop state Dimension in Detail menu provided in Marks window pane. 
	2. Drag and drop state Dimension in Detail menu provided in Marks window pane. 
	2. Drag and drop state Dimension in Detail menu provided in Marks window pane. 

	3. Now you can see Symbol map representing the states of United States. It looks as shown below 
	3. Now you can see Symbol map representing the states of United States. It looks as shown below 


	 
	Figure
	4. In this we will be using OGCWMS server to get the live geospatial data. 
	4. In this we will be using OGCWMS server to get the live geospatial data. 
	4. In this we will be using OGCWMS server to get the live geospatial data. 

	5. Click on Map item in the menu bar, then select Background Maps and select WMS Server as shown 
	5. Click on Map item in the menu bar, then select Background Maps and select WMS Server as shown 


	 
	 
	Figure
	6. After clicking on Map Services you will be prompted a window as shown. 
	6. After clicking on Map Services you will be prompted a window as shown. 
	6. After clicking on Map Services you will be prompted a window as shown. 


	 
	Figure
	7. Click on Add and select WMS Servers. After clicking on WMS Servers a window pane as shown below will be prompted to enter the URL of the server. 
	7. Click on Add and select WMS Servers. After clicking on WMS Servers a window pane as shown below will be prompted to enter the URL of the server. 
	7. Click on Add and select WMS Servers. After clicking on WMS Servers a window pane as shown below will be prompted to enter the URL of the server. 


	 
	P
	Span
	http://nowcoast.noaa.gov/arcgis/services/nowcoast/radar_meteo_imagery_nexrad_time/MapServer/WMSServer
	http://nowcoast.noaa.gov/arcgis/services/nowcoast/radar_meteo_imagery_nexrad_time/MapServer/WMSServer

	? 

	 
	 
	Figure
	8. Now click on OK and then close the WMS server window pane and a map can be seen as shown 
	8. Now click on OK and then close the WMS server window pane and a map can be seen as shown 
	8. Now click on OK and then close the WMS server window pane and a map can be seen as shown 
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	9. Change the map type to Filled map. 
	9. Change the map type to Filled map. 
	9. Change the map type to Filled map. 

	10. Change the color transparency to less than 20% so that the required map is visible. 
	10. Change the color transparency to less than 20% so that the required map is visible. 

	11. Then required map looks like this 
	11. Then required map looks like this 
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	Visualizing TreeMaps using Tableau 
	Tree map displays hierarchical data by using nested rectangles which together represent a whole. They were invented by Ben Shneiderman in 1992 as a way to visualize tree structures in a space-constrained layout. In a treemaps, each branch of a tree is a rectangle, which is tiled with smaller rectangles to represent sub-branches. This allows the viewer to easily see patterns that would be hard to spot in bar charts or area charts. The main benefits of tree maps are, they make efficient use of compact space. 
	Steps to visualize Treemaps in Tableau: 
	1. The data is about the various products sold at a fashion store in the cities of different states of the united states 
	1. The data is about the various products sold at a fashion store in the cities of different states of the united states 
	1. The data is about the various products sold at a fashion store in the cities of different states of the united states 

	2. Start with opening tableau and connect the data, which is of type excel to Tableau 
	2. Start with opening tableau and connect the data, which is of type excel to Tableau 

	3. Click on sheet1 which is at the bottom of the page to visualize the data 
	3. Click on sheet1 which is at the bottom of the page to visualize the data 

	4. Now to the left of the screen you can see a small window showing Dimensions and Measures. The dimensions of the data are state, city, store name, product, SKU number, year, quarter, month and week. The measures of the data are Quantity sold and sales revenue 
	4. Now to the left of the screen you can see a small window showing Dimensions and Measures. The dimensions of the data are state, city, store name, product, SKU number, year, quarter, month and week. The measures of the data are Quantity sold and sales revenue 

	5. You can also see rows and columns at the top of the page, now drag sales revenue from the measures and drop it in the rows section. You can see a bar chart with single bar showing sales revenues 
	5. You can also see rows and columns at the top of the page, now drag sales revenue from the measures and drop it in the rows section. You can see a bar chart with single bar showing sales revenues 


	6. Now drag states from the dimension to the column section, you can see a bar chart showing the sales revenues of different states 
	6. Now drag states from the dimension to the column section, you can see a bar chart showing the sales revenues of different states 
	6. Now drag states from the dimension to the column section, you can see a bar chart showing the sales revenues of different states 

	7. Now click on Show Me button on the top right corner of the screen, you can see various maps suggested by the Tableau tool to visualize the data. The maps which are bright in color shows us that those maps are suitable to visualize the given data 
	7. Now click on Show Me button on the top right corner of the screen, you can see various maps suggested by the Tableau tool to visualize the data. The maps which are bright in color shows us that those maps are suitable to visualize the given data 

	8. Select the Tree Map by clicking it, you will see a Tree Map representing various states in green color with different shades 
	8. Select the Tree Map by clicking it, you will see a Tree Map representing various states in green color with different shades 

	9. The rectangle which is large and bright represents the highest quantity according to sales revenue and similarly the smaller and lighter shade of the rectangles show less sales revenue  
	9. The rectangle which is large and bright represents the highest quantity according to sales revenue and similarly the smaller and lighter shade of the rectangles show less sales revenue  

	10. Now select the city tab from the dimension section and drop it on the Label in the Marks section. You can observe that the rectangles are split into even smaller rectangles according to the cities in each state 
	10. Now select the city tab from the dimension section and drop it on the Label in the Marks section. You can observe that the rectangles are split into even smaller rectangles according to the cities in each state 

	11. Now select the product from the dimension section and drop it on the Label in the Marks section. You can observe that the rectangles are split into even smaller rectangles according to the products 
	11. Now select the product from the dimension section and drop it on the Label in the Marks section. You can observe that the rectangles are split into even smaller rectangles according to the products 

	12. Now select the Quantity sold tab from the dimension section and drop it on the Label in the Marks section. You can see that the actual quantity sold of each product. 
	12. Now select the Quantity sold tab from the dimension section and drop it on the Label in the Marks section. You can see that the actual quantity sold of each product. 
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	Geographical map visualization using Tableau: 
	Steps to visualize Filled Maps in Tableau: 
	1. Open Tableau and connect excel sheet. 
	1. Open Tableau and connect excel sheet. 
	1. Open Tableau and connect excel sheet. 

	2. The data with states and their geographical data is shown in Tableau. 
	2. The data with states and their geographical data is shown in Tableau. 

	3. Drag and drop states onto columns and Total Area onto rows. 
	3. Drag and drop states onto columns and Total Area onto rows. 

	4. Drag and drop state onto color and total area onto tool tip. 
	4. Drag and drop state onto color and total area onto tool tip. 

	5. Now select the filled map. Then the map is represented with the geographical data of each state as shown below. 
	5. Now select the filled map. Then the map is represented with the geographical data of each state as shown below. 
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	Visualization of Combo and Gauge Charts using QlikView 
	1. For this we have taken two different datasets. 
	1. For this we have taken two different datasets. 
	1. For this we have taken two different datasets. 

	• Dataset -1 (Cost_Student). Contains data which representing amount spend by the countries, on a student per year for primary to secondary education and post-secondary education. 
	• Dataset -1 (Cost_Student). Contains data which representing amount spend by the countries, on a student per year for primary to secondary education and post-secondary education. 

	• Dataset - 2 (Sales_Rep). Contains data, which represents the sales made by the representatives of a stationary chain around USA over particular dates. 
	• Dataset - 2 (Sales_Rep). Contains data, which represents the sales made by the representatives of a stationary chain around USA over particular dates. 
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	2. Open QlikView. A QlikView getting started screen opens, now click on the New Document button on right below corner of the Wizard.  
	2. Open QlikView. A QlikView getting started screen opens, now click on the New Document button on right below corner of the Wizard.  
	2. Open QlikView. A QlikView getting started screen opens, now click on the New Document button on right below corner of the Wizard.  

	3. A new Window opens up (Kind of pop up) close the pop up window. (Since it is Auto chart generator, we do not want that wizard). 
	3. A new Window opens up (Kind of pop up) close the pop up window. (Since it is Auto chart generator, we do not want that wizard). 

	4. On closing the pop up, user will be able to see a Main blank sheet. Now have quick look on to the toolbar. 
	4. On closing the pop up, user will be able to see a Main blank sheet. Now have quick look on to the toolbar. 

	5. Over the tool bar below to the selections labe1, click on the Edit Script icon (Icon looks like pen on a paper). 
	5. Over the tool bar below to the selections labe1, click on the Edit Script icon (Icon looks like pen on a paper). 

	6. A new Edit Script window opens up (We use this window to load an Excel file), bottom of the window under the Data from files Click Table Files button, and choose the saved Excel file, then click open. 
	6. A new Edit Script window opens up (We use this window to load an Excel file), bottom of the window under the Data from files Click Table Files button, and choose the saved Excel file, then click open. 

	7.  A new File Wizard Type window opens up. Now select the Tables drop down and choose Cost_Student if it has not defaulted and click the Labels drop down and choose Embedded Labels. Click next until, next button disables (If it disables you are on final screen). Select check box load all and click finish. 
	7.  A new File Wizard Type window opens up. Now select the Tables drop down and choose Cost_Student if it has not defaulted and click the Labels drop down and choose Embedded Labels. Click next until, next button disables (If it disables you are on final screen). Select check box load all and click finish. 

	8. On Finish you will be able to see Edit Script screen , with script added to load excel file(Script shown below)  On Edit Script window tool bar below  file , click the reload icon.It asks you save the file.  
	8. On Finish you will be able to see Edit Script screen , with script added to load excel file(Script shown below)  On Edit Script window tool bar below  file , click the reload icon.It asks you save the file.  


	LOAD * FROM [C:\Manusha\DataViz\DataViz-Qlik\QlikView_Dataset.xls] (biff, embedded labels, table is Cost_Per_Student$);  
	 
	9. Now a sheet property window opens, please choose Country (Which works as a filter). 
	9. Now a sheet property window opens, please choose Country (Which works as a filter). 
	9. Now a sheet property window opens, please choose Country (Which works as a filter). 

	10.  Right Click anywhere on the sheet, a window opens choose New Sheet Object and select Table box. New window open again, add all the available fields and click apply. You will be able to see a table box with content same as to excel sheet. 
	10.  Right Click anywhere on the sheet, a window opens choose New Sheet Object and select Table box. New window open again, add all the available fields and click apply. You will be able to see a table box with content same as to excel sheet. 

	11. Right Click anywhere on the sheet, a window opens choose New Sheet Object and select Chart. New window open again, Select Combo Chart from chart type and click next. 
	11. Right Click anywhere on the sheet, a window opens choose New Sheet Object and select Chart. New window open again, Select Combo Chart from chart type and click next. 

	12. Choose Country as dimension and click next now choose the expressions. 
	12. Choose Country as dimension and click next now choose the expressions. 

	• Expression 1 for bar chart Sum (PRSCIUSD), now click Add button to add one more expression Sum (PSCIUSD) and click finish. 
	• Expression 1 for bar chart Sum (PRSCIUSD), now click Add button to add one more expression Sum (PSCIUSD) and click finish. 

	13. Now we have seen the Combo Chart.  
	13. Now we have seen the Combo Chart.  

	14. If you observe both pre-Secondary and post-secondary are on same axis. Let us split them. Right click on the chart and choose the properties, and navigate to the Axes tab, Select Post-Secondary Expression and choose the position Right (Top) click apply and ok. You will see charts similar to below. 
	14. If you observe both pre-Secondary and post-secondary are on same axis. Let us split them. Right click on the chart and choose the properties, and navigate to the Axes tab, Select Post-Secondary Expression and choose the position Right (Top) click apply and ok. You will see charts similar to below. 
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	15. Now click on layout shown in the tool bar and add new sheet. A new sheet will open. 
	15. Now click on layout shown in the tool bar and add new sheet. A new sheet will open. 
	15. Now click on layout shown in the tool bar and add new sheet. A new sheet will open. 

	16. Repeat step 7 to step 12, in step 9 choose sales_Rep sheet and in step 11 Choose Rep to the filed display in list boxes. 
	16. Repeat step 7 to step 12, in step 9 choose sales_Rep sheet and in step 11 Choose Rep to the filed display in list boxes. 

	17. Right Click anywhere on the sheet, a window opens choose New Sheet Object and select Chart. New window open again, Select Gauge from chart type and click next. 
	17. Right Click anywhere on the sheet, a window opens choose New Sheet Object and select Chart. New window open again, Select Gauge from chart type and click next. 

	18. Gauge charts have no dimensions, so we do not select any dimension, will be moving directly to expression. 
	18. Gauge charts have no dimensions, so we do not select any dimension, will be moving directly to expression. 

	19. Since we are calculating the performance, we add a division between sales and targets (Sum (sales)/sum (targets)), add label for expression (Sales Achieved) finish you will see a chart like below. 
	19. Since we are calculating the performance, we add a division between sales and targets (Sum (sales)/sum (targets)), add label for expression (Sales Achieved) finish you will see a chart like below. 
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	20. Let us make it more readable, right click, choose the properties, navigate to presentation add a segment in segment setup (we can go with 2 segments as well for clear user readability we choose 3) and change the colors of each segment by choosing color band (Red, Yellow, Green). 
	20. Let us make it more readable, right click, choose the properties, navigate to presentation add a segment in segment setup (we can go with 2 segments as well for clear user readability we choose 3) and change the colors of each segment by choosing color band (Red, Yellow, Green). 
	20. Let us make it more readable, right click, choose the properties, navigate to presentation add a segment in segment setup (we can go with 2 segments as well for clear user readability we choose 3) and change the colors of each segment by choosing color band (Red, Yellow, Green). 


	 
	21. Now look for Show scale section left –below to segment setup add margin units a 4 and show labels on every major entry margin units 1 (Select the check box Show scale if it is not selected). 
	21. Now look for Show scale section left –below to segment setup add margin units a 4 and show labels on every major entry margin units 1 (Select the check box Show scale if it is not selected). 
	21. Now look for Show scale section left –below to segment setup add margin units a 4 and show labels on every major entry margin units 1 (Select the check box Show scale if it is not selected). 


	 
	22. Now Switch to Number tab since we are representing it in percentage select the radio button Fixed to and select the check box Show in percentage and click apply. Will see something similar to below. 
	22. Now Switch to Number tab since we are representing it in percentage select the radio button Fixed to and select the check box Show in percentage and click apply. Will see something similar to below. 
	22. Now Switch to Number tab since we are representing it in percentage select the radio button Fixed to and select the check box Show in percentage and click apply. Will see something similar to below. 
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	23. In order to see the needle value (Speedometer current value). Right click on the chart and select properties move to presentation tab and select Add button next to Text in Chart (located below right corner of the window) and add this formula(=num(Sum(Sales)/sum(Target),'##%') ), and click apply, value appears on the top left corner of the chart. Press CTL +SHIFT to drag the text anywhere in the chart. Final Gauge chart with data along with chart looks like below. 
	23. In order to see the needle value (Speedometer current value). Right click on the chart and select properties move to presentation tab and select Add button next to Text in Chart (located below right corner of the window) and add this formula(=num(Sum(Sales)/sum(Target),'##%') ), and click apply, value appears on the top left corner of the chart. Press CTL +SHIFT to drag the text anywhere in the chart. Final Gauge chart with data along with chart looks like below. 
	23. In order to see the needle value (Speedometer current value). Right click on the chart and select properties move to presentation tab and select Add button next to Text in Chart (located below right corner of the window) and add this formula(=num(Sum(Sales)/sum(Target),'##%') ), and click apply, value appears on the top left corner of the chart. Press CTL +SHIFT to drag the text anywhere in the chart. Final Gauge chart with data along with chart looks like below. 
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	Research questions 
	1. What are the customization capabilities when compared between Excel and SQL? 
	1. What are the customization capabilities when compared between Excel and SQL? 
	1. What are the customization capabilities when compared between Excel and SQL? 


	Excel is a program and SQL is a standard language used to create, design and manage data. Microsoft Excel has spreadsheets which contain any type of data in rows and columns. It is easy to learn and share the file copy. Databases have tables where they store structured data and are easily scalable. Databases allow users to modify, give inputs for, and display multiple data at once and if users follow the same process in spreadsheets, databases support duplication of the data. Excel sheets allow users to ent
	Advantages of Spreadsheets:  
	Microsoft Excel has a flexible structure and is easy to use. It is associates with other popular office software and analytic services like SQL server. Excel makes it easy for the user to create, store and modify the data, perform mathematical calculations, and share the reports with others. It has other features like charts, graphs, pivot tables, pivot charts and 3D maps, and provides various templates which achieve multiple tasks at once.  
	Disadvantages of Spreadsheets: 
	Unfortunately, Excel has some limits. Every cell is a small fragment where data is unreliable. It creates data integrity issues and more complexity when users want to change or manage multiple spreadsheets. As the amount of data increases, performance of the data will become more difficult and take more time to give results. Spreadsheets are vulnerable to fraudulent activities. They are difficult to test or troubleshoot and do not support collaboration.  
	Advantages of the SQL: 
	SQL stores the data logically and systematically by uses normalization through various tables. It not only supports scalability, but also formulates queries help to retrieve the bulk amount of data from the database efficiently and quickly. Databases have well-defined standards which are adopted by ANSI & ISO.  
	Access database offers many tools and these are responsible for maintenance of the data quality Database integrated with emerging technologies like cloud technology, Google BigQuery etc.  
	 
	 
	Disadvantages of SQL: 
	It is complicated than the spreadsheets. SQL has stability issues when it handles some functions like transactions and auditing. As SQL database defines by the ANSI & ISO standards, it heavily depends on the extensions that assures to the merchant lock-in. Another disadvantage is interfacing an SQL database.  
	2. How does the visualization compare and contrast with the compatibility in Tableau and QlikView? 
	2. How does the visualization compare and contrast with the compatibility in Tableau and QlikView? 
	2. How does the visualization compare and contrast with the compatibility in Tableau and QlikView? 


	The team doing this study worked on both Tableau and QlikView tools and feel both are fabulous data visualization tools which provides different styles of data reporting. Both tools have their own pros and cons.  
	QlikView:  The users of QlikView believe that it is easy to learn and relatively free compared to the Tableau. QlikView (QV) can be defined as an advanced BI reporting tool and allows for continuous advancements. It is a powerful tool for data discovery and navigations between the data by using key performance indicators. From the data analysist view, QV can produce better reports; consequently, it takes more time to develop the reports than Tableau. If users working in an organized environment with related
	Tableau: This tool can link to multiple data sources like Excel, test files, and database. It is also easy to learn, and it can store and explore billion bytes of data.  
	There is no limitations of speed, performance, and size of the data in Tableau. It is intuitive and transparent. Advance versions such as Tableau 8.1 support the Big Data. The beauty of the Tableau is creating immediate presentation of the data. As it adapts the on-screen visualization, it creates instant and real-time dashboards. Tableau allows the user to quickly move through data, and it is very easy to move data in and out of the sheet. Tableau enables map servers to share the live information.  
	Tableau provides in-built table calculations to add with complex analysis. It has a clean user interface and a drag-and-drop functionality. It can also be integrated with programming languages like Python and R. Tableau is for everybody that push you gently 
	Figure
	in the correct path by leaving out worst conditions. Unlike QV, it doesn’t have ETL capability, for these users depends on another tool.  
	 
	3. How was a dynamic chart developed to represent the live data? 
	3. How was a dynamic chart developed to represent the live data? 
	3. How was a dynamic chart developed to represent the live data? 


	Web Map Service in Tableau is the approach used to represent the live or real-time data. Real-time or live data means that the data is delivered immediately after it is collected without any delay. This is often useful in navigation, tracking, weather updates etc. Web Map Service is a standard protocol which serves the georeferenced map images using the data from the GIS database. To provide the live data demonstration, we need to have access permission for the live data servers. These servers provide a lay
	4. How can geographical data represented in color? 
	Geographical data can be represented in Tableau using Filled Maps. After considering the data, take the column of data which you want to represent in the color and place that column on the color mark which is available in the Tableau. Then you can visualize the geographical data in color using Tableau. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Chapter 5 
	Recommendations/Conclusion 
	 In the present world, a lot of data is being generated and analyzed; this data has been difficult. Thus, Data visualization came into existence, which means creating pictorial or graphical representation of the data so that users can predict and make decisions and also to identify new patterns. 
	 There are several data visualization tools that are available in the market and using these tools, users can represent the data in the form of infographics, geographical maps, heat maps, pie charts, detailed bar charts, etc. Tableau is the most popular data visualization tool which is used even at the corporate level. Data presentation is the means of summarizing, organizing and communicating information with diagrams, charts, graphs etc. 
	 The visualization of data is important because huge amounts of data can be easily visualized. Well-designed graphics from the data are more powerful and also more simple. Data visualization can identify the areas that need improvement or attention, clarify the factors that influence the behavior of the customer, predict the volume of the sales and help one to understand which products to be placed where. Data visualization can represent the quantities accurately, make it easy to compare the quantities, mak
	 The benefit of data visualization is that organizations are likely to find the information which they need when they need it. Data visualization helps users to see the connections between business performance and operating conditions. Finding these connections and correlations is important so that it is easy to identify the cause for any issues and resolve them.  
	With data visualizations, organizations can easily spot customer behaviors and also the market conditions over various data sets and take advantage of the changing market quickly. The greatest strength comes from the way in which it brings the insights to the surface. Visualization tools help users to interact with the datasets directly and manipulate them. This interaction helps to ask questions about the data sets. It has ability to substitute new business language.  
	 Some of the data visualization tools like Tableau, QlikView, Qlik Sense, power BI help users to get the visualizations quickly and in an easy manner. Each of the tools has unique features and some features in common. These tools help users to visualize any data sets, which absorb information in more constructive ways. Users can also identify the emerging trends faster and in an easy manner. Though data visualizations are easy to understand and also look attractive, it is important to achieve a perfect bala
	 The future of data visualization is changing gradually. It has been integrating with the geo-spatial and network displays and also some other forms like seamless interaction and simultaneous use. A few areas. like technological support, have the advantage of multiple brains together for collaborative data sense making and for the integration of data visualization with the data mining algorithms to find the meaningful patterns so as to provide better reviews and explore this patterns. Human-computer interfa
	 Thus, data visualization is playing a vital role in the everyday life of human beings by analyzing various types and also huge amounts of data for predictive analysis and understanding the nature of the data easily.  
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